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So as a beginner, I obviously just went for what looked cool and had activated skills. As the hours of gameplay and several characters began to add, I found a pretty solid strategy to determine the best way to go there. Basically, use your hinglifting points wherever you like that benefit your hero until you complete Veteran (normal is for eyelashes). Once you have every point of worship from your first run,
you should have enough to receive either one of the most powerful devotional constellations in whole or in part. At this point, look at all the constellations at the edges that give no bonuses after completion, and see which suits your hero best considering their class, damage types, etc. Choose one, look at the requirements and start going through the constellations you need for bonuses to give you just
enough points to start building that constellation. Now you refund the points you have (yes, that will be expensive, but a few runs from Warden's lab and you're good to go) and start hammering on these constellations. I was able to get the Unkown Soldier early with my night blade (Oleron is also a good choice), Ulzuin's torch for my demo, and the dying God for my wizard. Hope this helps people. What is
your strategy for the devotional tree? Page 2 41 Comments TL;DR1. What are some of the most powerful devotions in your experience / the community as a whole tends to choose much more often than others?2. Any noob trap devotions? In most games with any kind of real character customization, skill/talent trees usually have a few outstanding picks that the more experienced members who consider
the community to be very well-designed (AKA OP), and tend to choose much more often than other options, even if they are theoretically supposed to be at the same power level. My questions are - What are the best devotions for their intended purposes? And are there any devotions that seem amazing but are really underwhelmed in the end? As a new player trying to plan a build (Vitality/Bleed DK), I'm
afraid to miss a secret surgical veneration, and also in general I'd like to know what some of the consensus best devotions are for other builds. This is one of the kind I'm talking about: When the main damage of your build comes from X, 80% of the time you should take Y Devotion, because most of the time it is objectively superior to other options. Almost no matter what build you are, you should take X
worship as it is an incredibly strong defensive option, regardless of class. I would really appreciate some opinions from experienced players, even if it is only from the top of the head (a you tend to see praised / beaten a lot). ThanksPage 2 50 Comments So I thought about devotions and I realized that I always use the same hinghenien, almost exclusively. Mainly focused on defense, stacking %DA, Viper, if
not Ulthos, any caster or anything related to Spells go for HourglassI try to approach build selection from another view -Light by EmpyrionHealing RainEye by korvaakIs there any build that uses these three specifically? or at least two out of three? The lead points are mostly generic, perhaps more focus on health rain, probably octopus so 2H .. But I find it hard to balance points to completely pick all three
trees. Page 2 11 Comments I put this game on my wish list for a really long time, finally bought it during the current sale, and I love it so far. It also seems that I can actually build my character as I want, rather than relying on instructions to help me avoid mistakes that will sabotage my character later in the game. But the devotions are a bit too extensive, I feel to really get a good understanding, so I wonder
if people have any general advice for some of the more important constellations that are to be targeted for different archetypes. For example, I go sword and board Battlemage and I spent quite a while before I would finally figure out I would start for dry ad and turtle, anvil and dire bear in the middle, obelisk of Menhir at the end, and fill things in between. I'm 7 points in so far and then I just realized that on
the other side of the devotionbate bat / ghoul / abominationbehemoth also look really good! I've used the Grimcalc Hingachtplaner, but it seems like a small buggy, and I've connected by giving Google Sheet in the sidebar, which is somewhat outdated, so I don't know what has changed. But I'd like to hear some general plans that people make, like for melee tank characters you really want/need X, if you
use a shield, Y is great, and Z is generally strong. It would be interesting to see this for other archetypes as well! Edit: oops, mean giant instead of abominationPage 2 comments 29 CommentsPage 2 29 Comments Devotions are complicated. Fortunately, there are a few paths that are generally better and more efficient than others. Here are some great options for a solid endgame viable Edevotion Build...
The beginning of every character... Dryade and Shed of Ulcama... (14-16 points) Put your first point in the yellow crossand and the next five in Trockenad. Dryad will make the early game much easier and more enjoyable as it is the most reliable and simplest salvation in the game. According to Dryad, specify this intersection point and head in crane for resistors, all damage, and the required yellow that we
need for sheds. Next, take Scales. Tip the scale is additional healing and will be a stroke of luck for your energy bar. You can exit scale, You want for the health and energy rain, depends on your build... Decision time and three main pathsThere are three paths that I think is best for the endgame. The first is to build a red, green, Ulzuin torch and meteor shower. The main advantage of this build is the Life
Leech and Giant Blood (a temporary huge PS rain) and a really fun endgame proc. If you use Firestrike, this is your specification. Meteor shower is also my personal favorite favorite Aesthetically. Second, is built purple, green, leviathan and whirlpool. This specification comes with great resistance and arguably the greatest damage. It also comes with a block elemental absorb (requires shield) and elemental
resistance, which is hugely useful for some builds. If you are running an elemental building other than fire, this is a good choice. Finally, the tree is the most defensive specification. This specification provides significant resistance, an automatic oh power and passive healing, but lacks an endgame offensive Celestial Power. This is for Squishier Specs or people who usually want to feel Tanky. You will miss
a little damage, a very rough estimate would be 20% depending on your build. Survival, however, is generally more important than damage. A sustainable build for every character... Red and green. Ulzuin's torch (34 points)Start with a green cross and take bat. The life leech and the Heavenly Power are both very helpful early on. Here we break form, put a point in blue crossroads and take imp for some
chaos resist and a great power. The reason we took the blue is that we can now put a point in the red cross and take the giant for giant blood (which is amazing). To get the remaining 3 red, take jackal. Ghoul is tempting and a nice constellation, but you don't have enough points for it. To get the rest of the green, specify this green cross and grab scholars and ravens. This will get you to the points necessary
to grip meteor showers. You can choose to fill torch or the last two points in dersscales... Purple and green. Leviathan (34 points)Start with purple cross and grab empty throne, a great resistance constellation. If you use a shield or need the resistance (you probably do), go ahead and fill out crabs next. At this point you need to start green, specify the intersection on green. The greens we need are extremely
mediocre, sorry. I recommend scholars light, raven and falcon in any order. Once you have two of these three, you can take rhowan's crown for great resistance and a useful celestial power. After all this, Leviathan is open and time to go to get hot tub to finish it off. When you have finished the last two points on the scale, you need your 50th point to unlock Whirlpool... Blue. Tree of Life and Light simon (33
points)The good news is that we already have the yellow, we just need a lot of blue. Even if it is not the most efficient, we will take turtle first, because the power is great. Follow this with the sextant (sailor guide) for some resistances and other good things. Next, Bull is for some bonus physique and a good Proc. Finally, eel and lizard pick us up the green we need for tree. Fill the whole tree, it's all useful.
After Tree Snapem Empyrion, it is the best constellation for resistance without competition. The power is so bad that it's hardly worth it, but you could just as easily pack it... There are other perfectly practicable specifications, although I highly recommend the initial route for dry markings and dandruff. The above paths can be a good basis for other specifications as they usually take what I think is the best
constellation of the given type. Some quick changes:. Spear of Heaven: Follow tree of life build and instead take tree and empyrion, take jackal, ghoul and spear.. Dying GodFollow tree construction. Drop the compass, tree and empyrion. Take jackal, vulture and dying god. Blind SageFollow leviathan. Drop Leviathan and Falcon, grab goshawk, fox and sage... I wrote this guide as much for my own notes as
I did to share. Devotions are complicated and a lot of headaches to learn from scratch. I recommend new players to choose one of the above paths and can experiment as they gain some experience with the system. This devotion is built on endgame power. I haven't studied or built Jack of all Trades type specifications. I would be interested to see some Jack of all trades specifications. There are some
constellations with great advantages that are simply too inefficient to reach a final level constellation that would be great in a jack of all trades. Wendigo, Solael, Kraken, Revenant, Widow, all great, they just don't fit. If you have a hanger building that you really like, post it. The best thing about the devotional system is that there are a lot of options... I also wrote the guide for resistance sources found here: 2
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